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*The information contained in this presentation is for general information purposes only. All information is 
provided in good faith whoever we make no representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied, 
about the content, completeness, adequacy, validity, accuracy, reliability, legality, suitability or availability, with 
respect to the information provided. Under no circumstances shall we have any liability to you for any loss or 
damage of any kind incurred as a result of reliance on any information provided and we do not warranty the 
results. Any reliance you place on the information is therefore strictly at your own risk.
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The 7 steps of success in Tendering



• - Neil Armstrong

13 key themes were identified as the most important, based on the 
scores & cross-presence of these objectives/challenges

Which themes got the higher scores?

High score*100 represents maximum votes/scoreLow score
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Source: EPP Life Sciences Pricing Forum workshop by Cube RM and growpal
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How to accelerate your Tendering Business with AI



Natural Language Processing - NLP
Improve Tender Visibility

Automatic scan from multiple 
online tender sources based on 
specific molecules, product
categories, or other keywords  
to capture only relevant tenders 
for your business

Get anticipated tenders that 
are likely to be published in 
the future, based on past 
awards and contracts’ 
expiration dates 

Automatically identify additional 
tender / lots & award details 
(Contracting Authority, budget, 
publication/submission dates, 
outcome, awardees etc.), products 
from keywords

Get additional 3-5% tenders annually Plan ahead for future tendersSmart discovery of additional tender info



NLP
Smart Search

Multiple 
Countries

Multiple 
Languages

Natural Language Processing (NLP) to find more relevant tenders

Similar and 
misspelled 

terms

Product
categories & 

keywords

Multiple Online 
Sources



Tender Qualification
Tender qualification is a significant component towards tender excellence

The Qualification Index is
configured with customers’
predefined criteria and helps
prioritize & pursue the most
attractive tender opportunities

Automation combined with NLP
to score all incoming tenders &
tender lots.

Flexible qualification to adapt 
to local or other differences

Bid/ No-Bid Guidance for 
tenders & tender lots

BUSINESS BENEFITS



Market & Competitive Intelligence Insights

Get critical insights from past awarded tenders
(awardee’s name, awarded price, pricing &
quality criteria, products, etc.)

Keep a consistent history record with lost/ won/
partially won tenders with reasons

Better understanding of 
competitors’ dynamics

Better understanding of 
your market/ key trends

Competitive Intelligence will bring additional data of
paramount importance which will help you tailoring
tender responses for increased competitive edge

Get pricing insights

BUSINESS BENEFITS



Machine Learning in Tendering 
Using AI to improve success rates in your tendering business

Estimate the probability to
win tenders and tender lots
by leveraging past historical
data and/ or salespeople
instincts

Get optimum price suggestions
per tender/tender lot and
decide what’s the optimal price
to bid

Forecast tender / tender lot
performance for your company
and competitors and find the
most likely winner

Advanced & easy to use technology. 
No technical background necessary

Increased number of winning tenders1-5% revenue increase



Customer case: Janssen

Dinos Constantinidis

Director / Head of Technology
Mid-sized Markets

The Tender Excellence Program in Janssen EMEA

dconstan@its.jnj.com



The TEx Program in a snapshot  
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We do keep an open eye for
innovative vendors with unique
offerings and advanced
technologies that could complement
our own solutions.

Janssen’s technology function (JJT),
organized in a Product structure,
holds control over solution
development, with own regional
and global technology teams
(Product Groups).

At Janssen, we’re creating a 
future where disease is a thing of 
the past.

We’re the Pharmaceutical 
Companies of Johnson & 
Johnson, working tirelessly to
make that future a reality for 
patients everywhere by fighting
sickness with science, improving
access with ingenuity, and 
healing hopelessness with heart.



TEx Technology Landscape (simplified)
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MDM

Data lake



iTender
Capabilities

A Tender starts with a Tender 
Notice and ends with a Contract. 

Approval Process and Segregation 
of Duties (as per SOx).

Quotation document generation

Document repository with versioning 
and alerts on expiration date

✓ Scope of a tender and validity period
✓ Tender qualitative criteria
✓ Product bidding price
✓ Tender outcome
✓ Competitor data

Interface with SAP for financial 
transactions

Feeds Data lake



Solution 
provided by 
Cube RM

Connecting to multiple 
online tender sources

Effective tracking of 
tender outcome & 
sales performance

NLP based smart search 
using molecules

Bid/no bid guidance

Plan ahead for unpublished 
tenders



Cube RM Tender Central: Proactive & End to End tender management using AI  

Automatically score & 
prioritize new tenders

Automatic data gathering 
from online tender sources

Tender & Market 
Intelligence

Within scope for Janssen



Keywords

Find relevant tenders and 
awards containing specific 
keywords

Products & 
competitors

Automatically identify
products for the company 
and competitors from 
keywords

Tender Discovery with Natural Language Processing (NLP)



Qualification score
Weighted score based on multiple criteria

Keywords

Budget

Success rates

Profitability

Supply capacity

Strategic criteria Focus on tenders with strategic 
importance i.e. high growth 
markets, key customers, etc.

Avoid tenders which may 
result in supply shortages

Focus on tenders with high 
probability of winning

Focus on the most profitable 
tenders

Focus on tenders with high
or low budget values

Focus on tenders with 
more relevant keywords identified

Qualify New Tenders and Tender Lots



Anticipated 
tenders

Automatically create 
anticipated tenders
that may be published
in the future based
on past awards and
contracts' expiration 
dates

Plan ahead with Anticipated Tenders



Outcome
Awarded or not tenders, Won / Lost /
Partially Won

Award and Competitive 
intelligence
Quantity, price, and revenue per product 
for the company and the competition. 

Outcome Tracking



Benefits

Smart tender & lots 
prioritization

Improved competitive 
intelligence

Improved efficiencyImproved tender 
visibility

Added value partnership



info@cuberm.com

Cube RM

+30 210 2832032

www.cuberm.com
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